We need detailed photos of the machine to be repaired, please recreate the following photos:

1) One of the overall control panel box (inside) so we can see all of the components clearly.
2) One of the back side of the PC case so we can see the connector types & PMAC type
3) One of the Websaw Program screen up and running so we can see the version number

4) One of the inside of the saw cage with the door open so we can see the overall configuration.
   So we can see the blade size, sensor and fence types, ect.
5) One close up, in focus, of each roller to determine quality of the rollers.
6) One of the inside of the saw cage from the back, again to see the configuration, if you have a damper,
   which ceram setup, sensor types, ect.

7) One of the overall machine.

And any notes or specific complaints you may have about the machine,
and if it is operational or not.
The sooner I can get this info the less expensive shipment of parts will be for you.
Thank you!